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Key events in developed markets next
week
US inflation will take the spotlight next week alongside UK-EU
negotiations and 2Q GDP numbers. And a dovish Canadian central
bank is likely to keep rates…

Source: Shutterstock

US: Inflationary rebound won’t last long
US inflation numbers will be in focus given the Federal Reserve’s recent framework review that
included a formal adoption of average inflation targeting.

As the Fed’s Lael Brainard said in her recent speech, this means they are willing to “accommodate
rather than offset inflationary pressures moderately above 2 percent” thereby allowing the
economy to run a little hotter than they would have otherwise.

We expect inflation to continue rebounding in August to reflect the lagged effects of supply
constraints relating to Covid-19 containment measures amidst the re-opening of the economy, but
this will not last long given the US economy is still 10% smaller than it was at the end of last year
and there are around 12 million fewer people in work.

In general, we expect inflation to remain subdued with core rates likely to remain well below 2% for
a prolonged period with a Fed rate hike unlikely until the second half of 2023.
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Canada: Rates to stay on hold
The Bank of Canada meets next week and will keep interest rates unchanged at 25 basis points.

The Canadian economy has performed midway between the US and Europe with output falling a
little over 13% through the first half of the year. Growth has now returned, but the spare capacity
in the economy means the prospect of a rate hike is very distant, especially given added
uncertainties relating to Canada’s higher weighting of foreign trade and commodities relative to
the US.

Like everywhere else, high-frequency indicators have pointed to a recent levelling off in activity
suggesting the dovish tone from the central bank will persist, especially with inflation remaining
benign given the large output gap.

UK: Don’t expect much from trade talks; GDP to show further
sign of rebound

UK and EU negotiators will meet again next week, but an imminent breakthrough seems unlikely.

We expect roughly 17% growth in the third quarter, although
importantly this still leaves the size of the economy around 8%
smaller than pre-crisis levels

We’re reaching the point where political intervention is needed, and the UK will soon need to table
a proposal on state aid if talks are to start moving in the right direction. There are growing signs
that the de-facto October deadline for a deal to be wrapped up maybe breached (although some
time will be needed before year-end for ratification). But, we still think a basic free-trade
agreement is narrowly the most likely scenario this autumn. Read our latest monthly update for
more info on what all of this means for the outlook in 2021.

Separately, data is likely to show that the economy rebounded by another 6-7% during July, given
that many lockdown measures were eased during the month (notably in the accommodation and
food sectors). We think the rate of growth is likely to slow in August, but pick up marginally again in
September on the back of the return of schools and universities in September (which bizarrely
feed into GDP numbers).

Overall, we expect roughly 17% growth in the third quarter, although importantly this still leaves
the size of the economy around 8% smaller than pre-crisis levels, and the pace of the recovery is
likely to stall as we head into the winter as unemployment starts rising.

https://think.ing.com/articles/uk-what-brexit-means-for-the-economy-in-2021/
https://think.ing.com/articles/uk-what-brexit-means-for-the-economy-in-2021/
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Developed Markets Economic Calendar

Source: ING, Bloomberg
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Key events in EMEA and Latam next week
Inflation data will be in focus in both Hungary and the Czech Republic
next week, which should point towards some stabilisation now that
economies have…

Source: Shutterstock

Hungary: Inflation to stabilise
The key data in Hungary next week will be the August inflation reading.

After causing a significant upside surprise in July, inflation is more than likely to stabilise. On a
monthly basis, we expect inflation to remain unchanged. Given that, one-off factors were behind
the acceleration last month, this time we should see the underlying processes stabilising inflation.  

This means a 3.9% year-on-year CPI reading with 4.4% YoY core inflation. In the months ahead, we
expect significant deceleration, which should provide monetary policy a break. However, the fiscal
story continues to deteriorate but the August deficit will be in line with the updated 7-9% deficit
range forecast by the Ministry of Finance.

Czech Republic: Inflation to stay moderate
Czech August CPI should slightly moderate to 3.2% amid weaker food prices though fuel prices
slightly improved and core prices were surprising on the upside in recent months despite
Covid-19. Still, the central bank should remain on hold for some time as signalled by recent central
bank communication.
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July industrial production is likely to remain modestly in contraction territory but summer months
are usually affected by company holidays, and thus less reliable.

Russia: Current account & GDP data, political talks and
monetary policy guidance

August balance of payments should show if the current account remains close to zero and
whether there is any improvement in the resident capital flows.
The structure of the 2Q20 GDP drop could affect expectations about recovery. The recent
macro statistics for July suggested stronger than expected consumer trend.
The meeting between the president of Russia and Belarus may hint at the role Russia is
willing to take in resolving the political crisis in Belarus. The development of the chemical
warfare story would also bring more clarity as to whether it will result in new EU/US
sanctions, and if so, whether they would be personal or sectoral, and if it could endanger the
Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline project.
Updated three-year monetary policy guidelines to be released on 10 September, are likely
to shed more light on the central bank's take on the recent change in the global monetary
policy rhetoric and the increase in market volatility. Currently, the combination of
accelerating inflation, faster than expected consumer recovery, and market volatility in
July-September are all pointing towards a likely pause in the key rate cut cycle.

EMEALatam Economic Calendar
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Asia week ahead: Malaysian central bank
decides policy
Monthly data dump in China and Japan packs the Asian economic
calendar next week, but our focus will be on Malaysia's central bank's
decision

Source: Shutterstock

China and Japan data dump
August activity data from China including trade, foreign reserves, inflation and monetary indicators
will be under the spotlight for the economic recovery in the current quarter.

Exports are back in play to be the key driver for Asia's biggest economy. At $237.6 billion in July,
China's monthly exports were just shy of the $238.3 billion record level achieved in December
2019. If materialised, our forecast of a 16% year-on-year rise in August will lead to a new record of
$249 billion. The persistently large trade surplus and hot money inflows in the global risk-on rally in
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August should shore up foreign reserves. Inflation should remain subdued and monetary data
should underscore continued accommodative policy.

Exports are back in play to be the key driver for Asia's biggest
economy. At $237.6 billion in July, China's monthly exports were
just shy of the $238.3 billion record level achieved in December
2019

The Japanese economy has been reeling under the Covid-19 impact on consumer and business
spending. Labour cash earnings and household spending growth is likely to remain in negative
territory in July, although to a lesser extent than in June. Businesses continued to observe caution
on their capital spending given low confidence currently, as the July core machine orders and 3Q
BSI Confidence Index releases will likely confirm.   

1.50% ING forecast of BNM policy rate
After a 25bp cut next week

Malaysia central bank meeting
The Malaysian central bank will meet next week in a two-day meeting to be concluded on
Thursday, 10 September. We have long been calling a 25 basis point rate cut at this meeting,
taking the overnight policy rate down to a fresh low of 1.50%.

Even as Malaysia remains largely immune to the Covid-19 outbreak, its economy was one of the
hardest hit in Asia with a 17% YoY GDP plunge in 2Q. Things are looking better as we move into 3Q
with a second straight monthly export bounce in July boosting the trade surplus to the highest
ever, 25 billion Malaysian ringgit (MYR). While this bodes well for GDP growth, a couple more
quarters of negative GDP growth still looks inevitable.

Substantiating the rate cut argument further is the negative CPI inflation streak that’s likely to
prevail through the rest of the year as a result of anaemic domestic demand. With -1.3% YoY
inflation in July, the real policy interest rate is one of the highest in Asia (see figure) -- not a good
backdrop for economic recovery. 

And, the relative outperformance of the MYR in the emerging market rally since June should
provide more comfort to the central bank in cutting rates to stimulate growth.  
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Real interest rate* in Malaysia is one of the highest in Asia

Source: CEIC, ING

* Defined as nominal policy rate minus latest inflation rate.

Asia Economic Calendar

Source: ING, Bloomberg, *GMT
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